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Dear Fly Fishing Enthusiasts: 
 
With the show season closing this 
past weekend in Utah, we would 
just like to personally thank every-
one who came to one of our 
presentations, visited our booth, 
and took a chance on some of our 
custom dry flies.  Now with the 
bulk of the work done for our early 
season, it is time to start thinking 
real hard about getting some R and 
D in, which Peach calls fishing.  
Dry fly season never stops, and 
some of your local waters are start-
ing to wake up.  With the warmer 
weather, it will bring more intense BWO hatches, thicker midge hatches, and for some lucky anglers, 
the leading edge of skwala.  If you have not had a chance to fish yet this year, grab the old rod and pile 
into your vehicle and chase some fish on a dry fly. 
 
On March 13 and 14 we had a chance to sneak over to the South Fork of the Snake River in between 
our shows and chase the “cutties” on a dry fly.  We had two beautiful days with prolific midge hatches 
and hundreds of fish coming up to them.  Ironically enough we were the only people on the river those 
two days fishing a dry fly.  We saw a total of 10 boats using nothing but bobbers and streamers.  If hun-
dreds of fish are up in feeding lanes and zones, why on earth would you not be a “Dry Fly Guy?”   

 
While we were on the South Fork, 
we did pack the camera.  You know 
what time it is:  I will be at the cut-
ting table for the next couple of 
weeks putting together Dry Fly Ad-
ventures: Episode 7.  Stay tuned be-
cause there were some complete phe-
nomenon's that happened on the river 
on those two days-- you will not 
want to miss! 
 
The mad scientist, Nate Brumley, has 
been hard at work creating some new 
patterns and prototypes that have 
been testing very well, so there could 
be some new patterns hitting the bens 
later this year.  Many of the proto-
types were midge patterns and BWO 

patterns that were tested over some very intelligent fish on the Owyhee River, South Fork of the Boise 
River, South Fork of the Snake River, and Boise River in town.  Many of our tester flies were extremely 
effective on those streams, which mean they will perform very well on your home rivers as well. 
 
For the month of April, all five of our Educational DVD’s will be offered at 50 percent off.  So for 
those of you who attended our seminars here’s your opportunity to own the entire set at a fraction of the 
cost.   
 
Have a wonderful April on a dry fly; and we will see you next month!!  Fish on!!!!! 



 Tip of the Month 

When you fish a dry fly, you are challenged in a multitude of ways, but there is 
no greater challenge than fooling big fish on slow- moving water.  In that water 
condition, a fish has the luxury of moving to your offering slowly and cautiously 
analyzing the bug every inch of the way.  At any time he sees something odd 
about your fly, he will either flash under it or simply descend back to his holding 
area.  You will hook a ton of fish on slow water if you follow one simple rule: 
The slower water moves, the lower in the surface film your bug must sit.  Select 
patterns that are trimmed out on the bottom, sparsely materialized and equipped 
with precise detail.  Match the hatch with bugs tied to meet this description and it 
will an instant game changer.  Best of luck and always deliver “Belly Down” or 
“Suspended” patterns in slow water. 



New Arrivals 

Dry Fly Adventures: Episode 7 “Dry Fly Fishing South Fork Snake River” 
Coming Soon 



April Bug Selections  
Black Colored Emerger #20 Blood Midge #20 BWO Colored Emerger #20 

BWO Hatching Emerger #20 Caddidge #22 Hoagie Spent Midge #20 

Blood Cluster #22 Hoagie Cripple Black #20 Hoagie Cripple BWO #20 

BWO Comparadun #20 BWO No Hackle #20 Emperor Caddis Black #20 

Bare Belly Caddis Green #20, #18 Brown Slow Stone 2013 #10 
Olive Slow Stone 2013 #10 


